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ABSTRACT
Secl3p appears to have two distinct secretory functions: the first, an essential
function in the transport of all secreted proteins, as a component of the COPII
ER-vesicle coat; the second, a non-essential function in the transport of a
subset of amino acid permeases from the late-Golgi to the plasma membrane,
by an as yet uncharacterized mechanism. The existing secl3 mutations confer
defects in either both functions or only in the ER function. To determine
whether the two functions were distinct and genetically separable new sec13
mutations that were defective solely in the non-essential, Golgi to plasma
membrane function were screened for using resistance to the toxic proline
analog L-azetidine-2-carboxylate. New temperature sensitive mutations in
secl3 were also isolated from a collection of temperature sensitive strains.
The phenotypes of the isolated mutants were only sufficient to demonstrate
partial separation of the two functions. However, characterization of the
mutants yielded several surprising observations that may lead to new
insights into the workings of the secretory system: first, at temperatures that
are restrictive for growth, temperature sensitive mutations in sec13 do not
block transport of the marker protein invertase; second, these growth
conditions result in dramatic under-glycosylation of the transported protein;
third, the transport of invertase and CPY are altered non-identically by
temperature sensitive defects in Secl3p function.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Chris A. Kaiser
Title: Associate Professor of Biology
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INTRODUCTION
Transport in the Secretory Pathway
The secretory pathway in yeast and other eukaryotic cells consists of a series of
membrane bounded compartments (Palade, 1975). Proteins enter the secretory
pathway at the endoplasmic reticulum ER (reviewed in Walter, 1994). From the ER
proteins are transported through the sequential compartments of the Golgi
apparatus (reviewed in Rothman, 1990). At the late-Golgi, proteins are sorted either
to the vacuole or to the cell surface (Pelham and Munro, 1993). Cell surface proteins
can re-enter the secretory pathway by endocytosis and have access to the vacuole,
endosomal and late-Golgi compartments (reviewed in Gruenberg et al., 1995).
Transport between compartments is believed to occur by means of vesicles, which
bud from one compartment and fuse to the next ( reviewed in Schekman and Orci,
1996).
In several cases it has been demonstrated that budding of vesicles from
particular compartments requires assembly of a protein coat that is shed before
vesicle fusion (Schekman and Orci, 1996). To maintain the distinct identity of the
compartments, before or during the process of vesicle formation, proteins that
continue along the pathway must be sorted from resident proteins that are dedicated
to a particular compartment (Schekman and Orci, 1996).
Three classes of vesicle coats have been identified that each consist of distinct
protein constituents. Clathrin coats consist of a lattice containing clathrin heavy and
light chains and a four subunit adapter complex. These coats encapsulate vesicles
that bud form the plasma membrane and trans-Golgi network (equivalent to yeast
late-Golgi) (Robinson, 1994; Schekman and Orci, 1996). Coatomer coats are formed
from a soluble seven subunit protomer. They were initially isolated as
intermediates in a mammalian intra-Golgi in vitro transport assay (Rothman, 1994)
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but have more recently been implicated in Golgi-ER retrograde transport (Cosson et
al., 1996). A subset of Coatomer coat components localize to endosomes in
mammalian cells and microinjection of antibodies raised against one of these
proteins inhibits viral entry dependent on the endocytic pathway, suggesting some
Coatomer coat subunits may also act at more than one step in the secretory pathway
(Whitney et al., 1995). COPII coats are found on vesicles mediating transport from
the ER to the (Schekman and Orci, 1996).
COPII vesicle formation and ER-Golgi Transport
The formation of COPII coated vesicles in Saccharomyces cerevisiae requires
seven essential genes (SEC12, SEC13, SEC16, SEC23, SEC24, SEC31 and SAR1)
(Schekman and Orci, 1996). SEC12, SEC 13, SEC16, and SEC 23 were identified in a
genetic screen intended to isolate conditional mutations in essential genes required
for secretion (Novick et al., 1980). To isolate the sec mutants, a population of
mutagenized cells was enriched for mutants that increased in density after
incubation at high temperature and was then screened for temperature sensitive
strains defective in the secretion of three marker proteins (Novick et al., 1980). The
four genes are classified as required for ER to Golgi transport based on accumulation,
at the non-permissive temperature, of ER membrane and ER specific forms of
marker proteins'. Morphological analyses demonstrated that SEC12, SEC13, SEC16,
andSEC23 gene products must act at or before the ER-vesicle formation step because
unlike strains from several other sec genes classified as required for ER to Golgi
transport, secl2,secl3, secl6, and sec23 mutant strains did not accumulate 50 nm
'Two commonly used marker proteins are invertase (Esmon et al., 1981 ), a soluble secreted protein and
carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) (Hasilik et al, 1978), a soluble vaculoar hydrolase. These proteins receive
covalent modifications in the form of N-linked oligosaccharides (reviewed in Herscovics and Orlean,
1993) and, in the case of CPY, proteolytic processing. These modifications are progressive and the
responsible activities localized to specific compartments. Thus, the first point of action a SEC gene
product can often be determined by the form of the marker proteins that accumulates in the mutant
strain at the non-permissive temperature.
transport vesicles at the restrictive temperature (Kaiser and Schekman, 1990). The
fifth gene, SAR1 was identified as a high copy suppressors of secl2 (Nakano and
Muramatsu, 1989). The proteins Sec3lp and Sec24p, encoded by the remaining two
genes were identified during purification of Secl3p and Sec23p activities
respectively. Vesicle transport was reconstituted in vitro using crude membrane and
cytosol (Baker et al., 1988; Ruohola et al., 1988). The species of Secl3p contained in
the cytosolic fraction required to restore transport to an in vitro reaction depleted for
Secl3p activity was a 700kDa multimeric complex containing the 33 kD Secl3p and a
150 kD protein Sec3lp (Pryer et al. 1993; Salama et al., 1993). In a similar fashion,
when the Sec23p activity was purified based on conservation of the temperature
sensitive phenotype, 85 kD Sec23p purified as a 300-400kD complex containing
Sec23p and a 105 kD protein Sec24p (Hicke et al., 1992).
ER vesicle biogenesis has been reconstituted in vitro using purified
membranes, cytosol and nucleotide triphosphate (Barlowe et al., 1994). The cytosolic
requirement for this reaction can be fulfilled by provision of the Secl3p/Sec31p
complex, the Sec23p/Sec24p complex, Sarlp, and GTP (Barlowe et al., 1994) (Secl6p a
peripheral membrane protein, is not removed during membrane preparation and
so need not be added back in soluble form (Espenshade et al., 1995)). The coat formed
under theses circumstances is unstable, but can be stabilized by the substitution for
GTP of GMP-PMP, a non-hydrolyzable analog (Barlowe et al., 1994). Vesicles purified
from reactions containing GMP-PMP are encapsulated in a 10 nm proteinacious coat
and contain Secl3p, Sec23p, Sarlp, and Secl6p as major components (Barlowe et al.,
1994; Espenshade et al., 1996). Based on these data the six peripheral membrane
proteins encoded by the essential vesicle formation genes were defined as major
constituents of the COPII coat (Barlowe et al., 1994; Espenshade et al., 1996). Secl2p is
an ER localized integral membrane protein (Nakano et al., 1988) that is not
incorporated into vesicles produced in vitro (Barlowe et al., 1994).
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Secl2p, however, is proposed to play a critical role in initiating the cascade of
events leading to vesicle formation. In the current model of ER vesicle biogenesis.
Secl2p, recruits Sarlp, a small GTP binding protein to the and stimulates the
exchange of GDP for GTP on Sarlp (Oka et al., 1991; Barlowe et al., 1993). Sarlp-GTP
then catalyses vesicle formation, by activating recruitment of Sec23p/Sec24p and
Secl3p/Sec31p onto Secl6p (Gimeno et al, in press), a large (240 kD) multidomain
protein that can directly bind Sec23p, Sec24p, and Sec3lp (Espenshade et al., 1995;
Gimeno et al., 1996; Shaywitz et al., unpublished results). These events ultimately
result in membrane deformation, formation of a nascent bud, followed by scission
of the COPII coated vesicle.
The structure and function of COPII proteins appears to be conserved between
eukaryotes. Mammalian homologs of Sarlp, Secl3p, and Sec23p have been
identified and localize to the transitional ER (Kuge et al., 1994; Shaywits et al., 1995;
Orci et al., 1991) the expected location for functional homologs. Moreover, a P.
pastoris homologs of Secl3p as wels as reciprocal chimeras of human and yeast
proteins can complement the secretion defect of a temperature sensitive allele of
secl3 ( Payne and Kaiser, unpublished results; Shaywitz et al., 1995).
An interesting phenomenon of vesicle transport is the involvement of some
coat components in multiple steps in the secretory pathway. For example, in
mammalian cells, clathrin coats isolated on vesicles budding from the plasma
membrane contain a set of adapter proteins distinct from those that bud from the
trans-Golgi (Robinson, 1995). Evidence for the involvement of only a subset of
Coatomer coat components in endosome function (Stearman et al., 1996) indicates a
similar phenomenon may exist for Coatomer coats. Although it is expected that
mutations that block early in the pathway will mask later requirements for gene
product, the only report of a requirement for COPII coat components beyond the ER
is the possible involvement of Sec23p in transport between early compartments of
the Golgi ( Graham and Emr, 1991).
Secl3p
Structure, Localization, and Physical Associations
Secl3p, a small 33 kD protein whose sequence consists entirely of 6 repeated
sequence motifs (Fig. 5), known as WD-40 repeats (Pryer et al., 1993) first identified
in the P-subunit of the heterotrimeric G-protein tansducin (Fong et al, 1986) and
later found in numerous proteins of diverse function (Van der Voom and Ploegh,
1992). The crystal structure of P-transducin (Sondek et al., 1996) has revealed it to be
a member of the larger P-propeller family of proteins. The members of this family
differ widely in function but share a radially symmetric structure: a "propeller"
formed by a series of 4-8 overlapping 4-stranded antiparallel P-sheets or "blades"
(Fig. 4, A) (Sondek et al., 1996). The repeated elements ofWD-40 motif, or similar
motifs in more distantly related P-propeller proteins, form the critical components
of the basic structural element--the P-blade. A WD-40 repeat as a continuous unit
does not correspond to a P-blade, rather a blade is encoded in the sequence
consisting of last three quarters of one repeat and the first three quarters of the
succeeding repeat (Fig. 5). Thus the second P-blade begins in the middle of the first
WD-40 repeat and entire structure is knit closed by the first 1-blade where the last
part of the last repeat combines with the first part of the first repeat (Sondek et al.,
1996).
In the case of Secl3p, the conserved elements are predicted to form a series of
six P-blades that layer into a roughly cylindrical propeller, with each blade lying
approximately parallel to the central axis of the cylinder (Fig. 4, A). A common
feature P-blades formed by WD-40 repeats is the structural quartet (Asp, His,
Ser/Thr, Trp) (Fig. 4, B), that creates a hydrogen bonding network stabilizing the 1-
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blade structure (Sondek et al. (1996) refer to the Asp, His, Ser/Thr unit as a
"structural triad" because of its resemblance to the catalytic triads of serine proteases,
we have changed the designation to the more accurate "quartet" since the signature
Trp of the WD repeat (Fig. 5) is an additional and significant participant (Sondek et
al., 1996)). One of the temperature sensitive secl3 mutants directly demonstrates the
critical nature of these elements: secl3-1 (Ser224->Asn) the mutation that confers the
greatest restrictions on growth at high temperature (Kaiser and Schekman, 1990)
changes a serine predicted to participate in a structural quartet (Fig. 4, B). A second
allele sec13-5 (Trp262->Arg) confers the next most restrictive growth phenotype
(Kaiser and Schekman, 1990) and changes a conserved aromatic residue (Fig. 6)
located at thie end of a f-strand (Fig. 4, B) that is predicted to be involved in
hydrophobic packing within and between P-blades. The final allele isolated in the
original screen, secl3-4 (Gly266->Asp), confers the least restrictive growth phenotype
(Kaiser and Schekman, 1990) and is located at the edge of a 1-turn (Fig. 4., B.).
The structure and function of Secl3p appear to be conserved through
evolution. Homologs of SEC13 have been isolated from human cells and from the
distantly related yeast P. pastoris. The human homolog, SEC13Rp, is 53% identical,
70% similar to Secl3p (Swaroop et al., 1994) and localizes to the transitional ER, the
expected location for a functional homolog (Shaywits et al., 1995). Functional
equivalence was further demonstrated through complementation of a yeast
temperature sensitive mutation by reciprocal chimeras of the yeast and human
proteins (Shaywits et al., 1995). The homolog from P. pastoris, a distantly related
yeast (Kurtzman, 1994), is 70% identical and 82% similar to the S. cerevisiae gene
and was cloned by complementation of a S. cerevisiae temperature sensitive
mutation (Payne and Kaiser, unpublished results)
Secl3p is not sufficiently concentrated at any location in yeast to give an
identifiable signal using indirect imunofluorescence (Siniossogluo et al., 1996). Cell
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fractionation studies provide a possible explanation for this data; fractionation of
whole cell lysates by differential cetrifugation indicate that although the majority of
the protein is tightly associated with membranes, a significant fraction is cytosolic
(Pryer et al., 1993). As expected some fraction of the protein is associated with the ER,
since only membranes that are washed with urea when combined with
Secl3p/Sec31p depleted cytosol will confer Secl3p/Sec31p dependence on an in vitro
ER-Golgi transport assay (Pryer et al., 1993). This data is corroborated by electron
microscopic studies in which affinity purified antibody raised against SEC13Rp, a
human homolog of Secl3p, cross-reacted with epitopes located in the ER and
transitional-ER regions of Chinese hamster ovary cells and rat pancreatic acinar cells
(Shaywitz et al, 1995).
When purified from yeast the majority of Secl3p copurifies in a 700kD
complex (Pryer et al., 1993; Salama et al., 1993; Siniossogluo et al., 1996). The exact
stoichiometry within the 700 kD Secl3p/Sec31p complex has not been determined.
Sec31p is a 150 kD multidomain protein with at least two distinct domains: a WD-40
repeat domain essential for binding to Secl3p and a proline rich region required for
binding to Secl6p (Shaywitz et al., unpublished results). Since it is expected that the
WD-40 domain of Sec3lp also forms a 3-propeller structure the multimeric
complex may be formed by interactions between the P-propeller structures of the
two proteins. There are still many alternatives, especially given the unknown
stoichiometry, however the simplest models of Secl3p-Sec31p protein-protein
interactions and complex formation are stacking, (barrel end to barrel end) and
clustering (around a central axis)(Fig. 1). The isolation and mapping of mutations
which specifically disrupt the Secl3p/Sec31p interaction will differentiate between
these models.
The function of Secl3p in COPII vesicle formation is distinguished from that
of Sec31p (Shaywitz et al., in preparation) and other COPII proteins (Gimeno,
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unpublished results; Espenshade, unpublished results) in that the requirement for
its function can be bypassed by loss of function mutations in at least three genes
(BST1, BST2/EMP24, and BST3) (Elrod-Erickson and Kaiser, 1996; Schimm6ller et al.,
1995). These mutations were isolated by their ability to confer growth on a strain
completely deleted for SEC13. The suppressed null is inviable at 30 0 C yet a secl3-1
bstl strain grows to 360 C, a temperature well above those that sustain the growth of
secl3-1 on its own (Elrod-Erickson and Kaiser, 1996). This implies that some a level
of Secl3p lower than that which can sustain wild-type cells, is still required for the
growth of bst cells at higher temperatures. Since the loss of function of the bst gene
product only reduces the requirement for Secl3p at temperatures above 30 0 C the bst
bypass is incomplete.
On their own bst mutations cause a decrease in the fidelity of cargo sorting at
the ER . They increase the rate at which several resident ER proteins are missorted
while decreasing the rate of transport of proteins that are normally secreted (Elrod-
Erickson and Kaiser, 1996). The Bst proteins are therefore proposed to function as
checkpoints that monitor fidelity of cargo sorting and prevent budding of
improperly loaded or coated vesicles or alternatively as sorting receptors for a subset
of cargo molecules (Elrod-Erickson and Kaiser, 1996). Whether the function of
Secl3p is related to those of these proteins depends on whether the bst bypass of
sec13-Al is a direct or indirect effect of bst loss of function. If it is a direct effect,
Secl3p and the Bst proteins may communicate by physical association. which could
be demonstrated by chemical cross-linking.
Secl3p has also been purified in association with a subcomplex of five nuclear
pore proteins (Siniossogluo et al., 1996). Although as a fraction of total Secl3p the
quantity is minor, the association is stoichometric (Siniossogluo et al., 1996). The
functional relevance of the association of Secl3p with this complex remains unclear.
Unlike mutations in the genes encoding the four members of the complex, a secl3
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mutation neither conferred established nuclear pore related phenotypes nor
interacted genetically with mutations in genes encoded by copurifying proteins
(Siniossogluo et al., 1996). Moreover, the mutations in these other genes did not
conferring temperature dependent secretion defects a judged by accumulation of
immature forms of CPY (Siniossogluo et al., 1996). Because one of the members of
this complex (Seh1p) is homologous to Secl3p, it has been proposed that the
function of Secl3p in nuclear pore related processes may be redundant (Siniossogluo
et al., 1996). Although functional association of Secl3p with this complex remains
ambiguous, the physical association is undeniable, clearly demonstrating that Secl3p
can associate with complexes other than COPII.
A post-ER function for Secl3p
Another layer of complexity has recently been added to the function(s) of
SEC13 by the discovery that mutations in secl3 can result in an absence of a subset of
amino acid permeases from the plasma membrane (Roberg et al., in preparation).
This is not due to lack of transport of the permeases from the ER but rather reflects a
post-ER defect in transport or sorting (Roberg et al., in preparation). It has yet to be
established whether Secl3p acts directly at the Golgi or is required for the transport
or sorting of molecules at the ER which are themselves directly involved in this
post-ER sorting.
Recently Roberg et al. (in preparation) have demonstrated that secl3
mutations unlike mutations in genes encoding other COPII coat components have
defects in the uptake of a subset of amino acids. This defect results in the synthetic
lethality of sec13-1 with mutations in genes required for the biosynthesis of serine
and threonin. Analysis of the uptake of radiolabeled amino acids revealed defects in
the activity of only a subset of amino acid permeases including Gap1p (the general
amino acid permease (Jauniaux et al., 1990 ), Put4p (the proline permease, (Jauniaux
et al., 1987)), and a threonine specific permease, whereas no defect was detected in
the activity of Canip (a basic amino acid permease (Hoffmann, 1985)), Lyp1p (the
lysine permease (Sychrova et al., 1993)), Hiplp (the histidine permease (Tanaka and
Fink, 1985)) or permeases transporting leucine and tryptophane (Roberg et al., in
preparation). As it was the best characterized permease of those effected by secl3-1,
Gap1p was chosen as the marker for all further experiments.
A simple explanation for this phenomenon would be that Secl3p is required
for the transport of Gap1p from the ER and that Gap1p would accumulate in the ER
in the secl3-1 mutant; however, in sucrose density gradient fractionation studies in
both wild-type and sec13-1 strains, Gapip tagged with the influenza virus
hemaglutinin epitope (Gaplp-HA) co-fractionates with the Golgi GDPase marker as
well as the ER marker, Sec61lp, indicating that Gap1p reaches a post-ER compartment
in the secl3-1 mutant. (Roberg et al., in preparation).
These same fractionation studies show that Secl3p is indeed absent from the
plasma membrane in secl3-1 strains. This is not due to accumulation in a particular
compartment, since the quantity of Gaplp-HA co-fractionating with the ER and
Golgi marker proteins is no greater insecl3-1 than in wild-type strains (Roberg et al.,
in preparation). On the contrary, the steady state levels of Gaplp-HA in a secl3-1 is
half that of a wild-type strain (Roberg et al., in preparation).
One explanation for this observation is that Gap1p is missorted to the vacuole
in sec13-1 strains. Pulse chase experiments confirm that the Gap1p reaches the
vacuole, since the protein is stabilized in strains lacking vacuolar protease activity,
and does so more rapidly than in a wild-type strain, since the half-life of Gap1p in a
secl3-1 strain is less than two-thirds of wild-type. This hypothesis is further
bolstered by the observation that strains combining the secl3-1 mutation and
mutations in PEP12, a gene required for transport from the late-Golgi to the vacuole
(Becherer et al., 1996), recover Gap1p activity and plasma membrane localization
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(Roberg et al., in preparation). The alternative explanation for the absence of Gaplp
from the plasma membrane and increased rate of delivery to the vacuole is an
increase in the rate of endocytosis of Gap1p. However, when secl3-1 mutation is
combined with mutations in END3, a gene required for endocytosis (Raths et al.,
1993), the rate of uptake of citrulline (an amino acid transported exclusively by
Gap1p) increases only from 2% to 4% of the wild-type rate (Roberg et al., in
preparation). This suggests missorting of Gap1p rather an increased rate of
endocytosis is responsible for the observed behavior of Gap1p in secl3-1 strains.
The vacuole has been proposed as the default compartment for membrane
proteins in yeast (Roberts et al., 1992). This implies that a mechanism must exist for
actively sorting membrane proteins destined for the cell surface. Thus, one
possibility is that the secl3 mutant strains may be partially defective in sorting of
membrane proteins for delivery to the plamsa membrane. An assumption of this
model is that Gap1p is particularly sensitive to the sec13 defect or that multiple
sorting signals/mechanisms exist of which only one or a subset are effected in the
secl3 mutants. Sorting of membrane proteins at other compartments in yeast is
mediated by determinants in the cytoplasmic domain of the membrane protein
(Pelham and Munro, 1993). No such determinants for sorting of membrane proteins
to the cell surface have been identified; however, reports of mutations in the plasma
membrane ATPase, Pmalp, that cause mistargeting to the vacuole (Chang and Fink,
1995) are consistent with the existence of such determinants. If this model for the
defect in the sec13 mutant is correct, one should be able to isolate mutations in
GAPI that reproduce the Gap1p phenotypes of the secl3 strains.
The emerging paradigm for sorting of membrane proteins at other
compartments is that the proteins contain cytoplasmic determinants that are
recognized by vesicle coat components, coupling the sorting, packaging and export
in a single step (Schekman and Orci, 1996). Application of this paradigm to transport
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from the Golgi to the plasma membrane is complicated by the fact that no genes
required for the formation of secretory vesicles (which mediate transport between
the Golgi and plasma membrane) have been identified. Nonetheless, purification of
secretory vesicles from mutants defective in secretory vesicle fusion has identified
two types of vesicles that transport distinct cargo molecules (Harsay and Bretscher,
1995), which suggests that multiple pathways may exist for vesicle formation at the
Golgi that are distinguished by differences in cargo. An attractive possibility, given
the established role of Secl3p as a vesicle coat component, is that Secl3p is an
essential component of a the coat for a sup-class of secretory vesicles transporting
Gap1p. Another possibility is that the secl3 mutant strains may be defective in the
transport from the ER of a molecule essential for the sorting/packaging of Gaplp
into secretory vesicles at the Golgi, analogous to the transport of proteins involved
in the high-affinity uptake of iron. In that case the expression of a permease gene
FTR1, is required for copper loading and transport of Fet3p, a multicopper oxidase,
to the plasma-membrane (Stearman et al., 1996). These models can be distinguished
experimentally: a direct role for Secl3p in the transport of Gap1p at the Golgi
predicts that Secl3p should localize to this compartment by cell fractionation.
Two (sec13-1, and sec13-5) of the three temperature sensitive alleles isolated
in original sec screen confer reduced Gap1p activity. However, the third (secl3-4)
confers no reduction in the uptake of amino acids. This suggested that requirements
for Secl3p function for ER-Golgi transport and for sorting/transport of Gap1p might
be separable. Formal separability of two functions performed by a single protein can
be demonstrated by isolation of mutants each defective in only one function (Ohya
and Botstein, 1994). In order to determine whether the two functions were indeed
separable we attempted to isolate mutations in secl3 that were defective only in the
transport/sorting of amino acid permeases. While unable to demonstrate clear
separability of the two phenotypes our data do not refute the hypothesis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Media, Reagents, and General Techniques
Standard preparation of media (Difco, Detroit, MI), yeast culture, genetic
manipulations, and yeast transformations were performed as described (Adams et
al. 1995). Nitrogen free minimal medium (SFD) was 1.7 g/L yeast nitrogen base
without amino acids and ammonium sulfate (Difco, Detroit, MI), 2% glucose. Toxic
analog media were SD, 2% Agar, 2% glucose supplemented with 50 mg/L L-
azetidine-2-carboxylate (ADCB), 225 mg/L (S) 2-aminoethyl-L-cysteine (AEC), 250
mg/L 4-aza-leucine (AZL), 10 mg/L f-chloro-D,L-alanine (BCA), 1 mg/L canavanine
(CAN), 30 mg/L -ethionine (ETH), or 40 mg/L p-fluoro-D,L-phenylalanine (PFPA).
To assay the growth of strains on solid media 2 x 103, 2 x 104, and 2 x 105 cells from
overnight cultures grown in YPD were spotted onto the solid media. Growth was
scored relative to controls strains after 1 day (YPD), 2 days (SD), or 4-7 days (SD with
toxic supplements) incubation at the indicated temperature. DNA manipulations
and subcloning were carried out using techniques of Sambrook et al 1989. DNA used
for sequencing and library transformation was purified using the Qiagen Plasmid
Midi Kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA). DNA sequencing was performed using the
Sanger method (Sanger et al., 1977) and synthetic oligonucleotides following the
protocol for the Sequenase kit (USB, Cleveland, OH). Proteins were analyzed by
Western Blot after resolution of crude samples by SDS-PAGE (Laemmli, 1970)
electroblotting to nitorcellulose filters. For Western blot detection the following
antibodies were used: rabbit anti-CPY at 1:7,500 dilution, affinity purified anti-Secl3p
(Shaywitz et al., 1995) at 1:1000 dilution, rabbit anti-invertase at 1:1000 and HRP-
coupled donkey anti-rabbit IgG (Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, IL) at 1:10,000
dilution. Blots were developed using the ECL chemiluminescent detection system
(Amersham Corp.) according to the manufacturers instructions. Chemical reagents
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were from Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO and enzymes from New
England Biolabs, Beverly, MA unless otherwise indicated. Strains used in this study
are listed in Table 1. Plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 2.
Isolation of mutations in secl3 conferring resistance to L-azetidine-2-carboxylate
(See Fig. 2) A SEC13, LEU2 containing plasmid (pKR4) was mutagenized in vitro by
treatment with hydroxylamine (Aldrich 37, 992-1) (Adams et al., 1995) that modifies
cytosine to N4-hydroxycytosine which base pairs with adenosine and results in C to
T or G to A transition mutations (Sikorski and Boeke, 1991). Mutagenized DNA was
then amplified in E. coli to produce a library with a complexity of -200,000 members.
This library was transformed into the strain CKY480, which has a chromosomal
deletion of the SEC13 coding, covered by the extra-chromasomally expressed SEC13
(pKR1. pKR4 based library plasmids were substituted for pKR1 as the sole source of
Secl3p using a plasmid shuffle technique (Boeke et al., 1984) and strains transferred
by replica-plating to ADCB. Yeast strains able to grow on ADCB were isolated for
further analysis. As the ADCB resistance conferred by secl3-1 and sec13-5 mutations
were genetically recessive, it was expected that new secl3 mutations that conferred
ADCB resistance would also be recessive. Diploids derived from mating the ADCB
resistant strains to wild-type (CKY10) ) and sec13-5 (CKY114) strains were tested for
ADCB resistance to eliminate genetically dominant mutations unlinked to the
plasmid or SEC13 locus. Plasmids were recovered from strains in which ADCB
resistance was complemented by wild-type, but not sec13-5 strains and retested for
the ability to confer ADCB resistance after retransformation of CKY480 and plasmid
shuffling. The SEC13 coding regions from plasmids which retested were sequenced.
Six strains were determined to harbor plasmids that conferred ADCB resistance
from the 42 strains initially isolated as resistant to ADCB. These plasmids contained
the sec13-1, sec13-6, sec13-7, secl3-11 and sec13-12 alleles.
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Isolation of mutations in sec13 conferring temperature sensitivity
We were generously provided with six temperature sensitive (Ts-) strains that failed
to complement a secl3-1 mutation, identified during a screen of a collection of 1800
Ts- strains for new secretory genes (Fig. 3) (Chitouras and Kaiser, unpublished
results). Spore colonies from a backcross to the, CKY273 or CKY274 were analyzed for
segregation of temperature sensitivity and secl3-1 non-complementation (tested by
mating to CKY45 or CKY46). In five of the six case temperature sensitivity and sec13-
1 non-complementation co-segregated in 2:2 pattern. In the sixth case temperature
sensitivity segregated in a 3:1 pattern and was not analyzed further. To generate
derivatives with the auxotrophic marker necessary for recovery of the mutant
alleles, Ura+ Ts- derivatives from the remaining five strains were mated to the ura3
strains CKY8 or CKY10, sporulated, and Ts- ura- progeny identified (CKY475,
CKY476, CKY477, CKY478, and CKY479). Mutant alleles were cloned by transforming
mutant strains with a URA3 marked SEC13 containing plasmid (pKR1) digested
with MscI to produce a gap in the SEC13 sequence (all but approximately the first
and last 150 bp of the coding sequence are removed by this procedure). Strains
harboring mutant alleles were identified in derivatives from three of the six
original isolates by reduced temperature sensitivity as compared to the
corresponding strains transformed with vector alone (secl3-1, sec13-6(2x)). Plasmids
from these strains were subsequently recovered and sequenced. Mutant alleles
(secl3-4 and secl3-8)from derivatives of two original isolates did not alter the
temperature sensitivity transformed strain and were identified by sequencing
plasmids recovered from Ts- transformants screened for the presence of full length
by restriction analysis.
Construction of isogenic prototrophic secl3 mutant strains
To most precisely assay and compare secl3 alleles we constructed an isogenic set of
prototrophic strains. This process was conducted in either two (sec13-7 and sec13-12)
or three steps (secl3-1, sec13-4, sec13-5, sec13-6, sec13-8, secl3-11). In both cases the
first step was the construction of integrating vectors containing the secl3 alleles by
excising a 1.9 kb fragment containing the entire secl3 sequence and flanking
genomic information (-300 bp upsteam, - 600 bp downstream) and ligated into the
URA3 integrating vector pRS306. One of the alleles isolated in the original sec
screen and cloned in Pryer et al. (1993) (sec13-5) was excised from pCK1313-5 in a 1.9
kb BamHI-EcoRI pRS306 to generate pSB72 (DNA fragments containing sequence
corresponding to the other two original alleles (secl3-1 and secl3-4) were derived
from plasmids isolated in the screens described above (see below)). The mutant
alleles derived from the ADCB resistance screen (secl3-1, sec13-6, sec13-7, secl3-11,
and sec13-12) were excised from p13-172 (secl3-1), p13-32 (sec13-6), p13-91a (sec13-7),
p13-27 2 (secl3-11), p13-510a (sec13-12) in a 1.9 kb SacI-KpnI fragment and ligated into
pRS306 to generate pSB49 (secl3-1), pSB48 (sec13-6), pSB51 (sec13-7), pSB50 (secl3-11),
and pSB52(secl3-12). The two remaining alleles (sec13-4 and sec13-8) isolated in the
screen for secl3 Ts- mutations were excised from p13-9 (sec13-4) and p13-8 (sec13-8)
in al.9 kb SacI-KpnI and ligated into pRS306 to generate pSB74 (secl3-4) and pSB73
(secl3-8). The next step for secl3-1, secl3-4, sec13-5, sec13-6, sec13-8, and secl3-11
alleles was the construction of "hemizapper" deletion constructs. A 350 bp XbaI
-XhoI fragment containing upstream SEC13 regulatory sequences and 47 bp of coding
sequence was removed from pSB49 (secl3-1), and pSB74 (sec13-4), pSB48 (sec13-6),
pSB73 (sec13-8), pSB50 (sec13-11) and the vector religated, after Klenow fragment
polymerase repair of overhanging ends, to generate hemizapper constructs pSB56
(secl3-1), pSB78 (secl3-4), SB55 (secl3-6), pSB80 (secl3-8) and pSB57 (secl3-11). A 453
bp HinDIII-Sfil fragment containing upstream SEC13 regulatory sequences and 150
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bp of coding sequence was removed from pSB72 (sec13-5) and the vector religated,
after Klenow fragment polymerase repair of overhanging ends, to generate the
hemizapper construct pSB79. These hemizapper constructs enable the replacement
of functional wild-type gene with a mutant gene in a single integrative event. In a
modification of the internal fragment disruption described in by Rothstein (1991),
constructs were directed, by cutting the plasmid at specific restriction sites (Fig . 7, A),
to integrate such that the mutant allele would be the only secl3 sequence retaining
transcription initiation information (Fig. 7, B) prior to transformation of CKY481.
Since the DNA sequences containing the mutant information can be lost in vivo
prior to the resolution of the integration, transformants retaining the secl3 alleles
were identified by either temperature sensitivity (secl3-1, sec13-4, sec13-5, sec13-6,
and secl3-8) or resistance to ADCB (sec13-11) to yielding the strains: CKY483,
CKY484, CKY485, CKY486, CKY488, and CKY489 (Table 1). In the case of sec13-7 and
sec13-12 proximity to the initiation codon and the position of unique restriction sites
was such that introduction of the mutations by one step gene replacement was
judged impractical. Therefore, chromosomal introduction was carried out using a 2
step gene replacement technique (Scherer and Davis, 1979). Briefly, the URA3
integrating vectors pSB51 (sec13-7) and pSB52 (sec13-12) were directed to integrate by
cleaving the plasmid within the coding sequence prior to transformation of CKY482.
To recover strains containing only a single genomic secl3 allele transformants were
single colony purified, plated on non-selective media, and single colonies that had
lost the URA3 gene by spontaneous recombination between flanking secl3/SEC13
genetic information were isolated from plates containing 1 mg/ml 5-fluoro-orotic
acid (Toronto Research Chemicals Inc.). The recombination that results in loss of the
URA3 can result in retention of either the mutant or the wild-type information on
the chromosome. Strains retaining the secl3 alleles were identified ADCB
resistance. The resulting secl3 ura3 strains were backcrossed twice to generate
isogenic prototrophic derivatives (CKY487 and CKY490) (Table 1).
Construction of secl3 bstl-1 strains
To construct the bstl-1 secl3 prototrophic strains the isogeneic secl3 strains were
crossed to CKY491 and sporulated. Analysis of tetrads revealed suppression by an
unlinked locus of temperature sensitivity normally conferred by secl3 alleles. In all
crosses bstl-1 secl3 strains could be identified by temperature sensitive growth
distinct from the secl3 or bstl-1 strain. bstl-1 strains secrete Kar2p (Elrod-Erikson
and Kaiser, 1996), however, this phenotype could not be used to conclusively
identify bstl-1 as tetrad analysis revealed that many of the secl3 alleles confer an
identical phenotype. secl3 progeny were scored by ADCBR or on the basis of the
ura+ phenotype conferred by the linked URA3 gene.
Phenotypes
Citrulline and proline uptake assays
Strains were assayed for uptake of radio-labeled citrulline and proline in the
manner of Stanbrough and Magasanik (1995) with slight modifications. Briefly, cells
were cultured in SD medium for 12-18 hours to a density of 1.6 x 107 to 1.9 x 107
cells/ml, harvested by filtration and resuspended in SFD medium. To accurately
measure the rate of uptake cell density was adjusted such that the internalization of
label was detectable and linear over the experimental time course. (1 4 C)citrulline,
S.A. 57.7 mCi/mmole, and (14 C)proline S.A. 125 mCi/mmole (Amersham Corp.,
Arlington Heights, IL), were added to a final concentration of 4uM. Five 100uL
samples were removed at 30 second intervals, applied to a glass fiber filter, and
immediately washed with >30mL water. Filters were air dried and internalization of
1 4 C measured by liquid scintillation counting.
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Secretion Phenotypes
To examine transport of CPY yeast strains were grown overnight to a density of 1.0 x
107 to 1.5 x 107 cells/ml. Three milliliters of culture were shifted to the indicated
temperatures for 2 hours, growth and secretory transport were then arrested by the
addition of an equal volume of 50 mM Tris-C1 pH 7.5, 10 mM NaN3, washed twice
in water, and cells resuspended in 200 ul of water. Cell extracts were prepared by
adding 28 ul of 1.95 M NaOH, 1 M f-mercaptoethanol and incubating mixture for 10
minutes at 40C (Yaffe and Schatz, 1984). Proteins were precipitated with TCA,
washed twice in acetone, dried, and resuspened in 200 ul resuspension buffer (50
mM Tris-C1 pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol). Extracts were assayed for total protein
using the DC protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). To adjust buffer to
the standard composition ((Laemmli, 1970), DTT and bromophenol blue were
supplemented to a final concentration of 1.5% and 0.1% respectively.
To examine the glycosyl modifications of invertase, yeast strain were grown to
exponential phase in YPD, resuspended in 3 ml of YEP, 0.1% glucose at 2 x10 7
cells/ml to induce invertase production, and then shifted to the indicated
temperatures for 2 hours. Growth and secretory transport were stopped by the
addition of an equal volume of 50 mM Tris-C1, 10 mM NaN3 and washed twice in
water. To prepare protein extracts the cells were resuspended in 20 ul sample buffer,
heated to 1000 C for 2 minutes, broken by vigorous agitation with acid washed glass
beads, and diluted with an additional 80 ul of sample buffer.
To distinguish secreted and intracellular forms of invertase cells were spheroplasted
as follows: induction, incubation, and arrest were performed as described above;
cells from 3 milliliters of culture were then washed in distilled water, incubated in
0.3 ml of 100 mM Tris-SO4 pH 94, 50 mM P-merceptoethanol for 10 minutes,
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washed in 1.2 M sorbitol, resuspended in 60 ul of spheroplasting buffer (1.2 M
sorbitol, 10 mM Tris-C1 pH 7.5) containing 120 U of recombinant lyticase, and
incubated for 30 minutes at 300 C. Complete spheroplasting was defined by 90% lysis
after 200-fold dilution into 1% Triton X-100. Spheroplasts were separated from
extracellular protein by centrifugation at 500 x g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was
removed, the pellet fraction washed in spheroplasting buffer, and both fractions
boiled in sample buffer.
For End H digestions, 5 ul of boiled protein extract were diluted with 2 volumes of
50 mM sodium citrate pH 5.1 containing 100-250 U of Endo Hf, incubated at 37°C for
24 hours and boiled prior to gel electophoresis.
Protein Stability
Extracts described in preparation of CPY were used for the steady-state
concentrations of Secl3p. Samples containing 75 mg/ml total protein were resolved
by electrophoresis on a 12% acrylamide gel protein detected by Western Blot as
described in General Methods.
RESULTS
Mutations in secl3 confer resistance to toxic amino acid analogs
Mutants with defects in the activity of amino acid permeases are resistant to
toxic analogs of their cognate amino acids (Hoffman, 1985 ; Lasko and Brandriss,
1981). We therefore tested whether the original secl3 alleles were resistant to a
number of toxic amino acid analogs (Table 3). Resistance was compared to an
isogenic wild-type strain and a strain deleted for SHR3, a gene required for export of
amino acid permeases from the ER (Ljungdal et al., 1992). Strains lacking Shr3p can
not transport amino acid permeases out of the ER (Ljungdal et al., 1992) and are
therefore more resistant to most toxic amino acid analogs than wild-type. The secl3
mutants with reduced Gap1p activity (secl3-1, sec13-5) demonstrated resistance to a
sup-set of amino acid analogs: L-azetidine-2-carboxylate (ADCB, toxic proline analog
(Lasko and Brandris, 1981)), 4-aza-leucine (AZL, toxic analog transported by Gap1p),
P-chloro-D,L-alanine (BCA, possibly a toxic analog of serine), and ethionine (ETH, a
toxic methionine analog (Sorsoli et al., 1964)). The sec13-4 strain was as sensitive to
these compounds as the wild-type strain. Although, the general amino acid
permease, (Gap1p) can transport a wide spectrum of amino acids (reviewed in Horak
,1986), the observed resistance of secl3-1 and sec13-5 strains to ADCB, BCA, and ETH
is the result of defects in the activity of permeases other than Gap1p, since strains
deleted for the GAP1 gene are as sensitive as the wild-type strains (Table 3). These
results indicate that the amino acid permease transport defects of the secl3 mutants
can be qualitatively assayed by resistance to toxic amino acid analogs.
Isolation of new secl3 alleles using ADCB resistance
The resistance of secl3 mutants to toxic amino acid analogs provided a screen
for mutations in sec13 defective in the transport of amino acid permeases. ADCB
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was chosen as the analog for this purpose because the differences in growth between
asecl3-1 mutant and wild-type strains in the presence the various analogs was
greatest for ADCB (within the concentration ranges of the analogs for which the
secl3 mutants were resistant, but wild-type strains were sensitive (Data not shown)).
Briefly (Fig. 2). We generated a library of new secl3 alleles by a plasmid (pKR4 )
containing the SEC13 genes and marked with LEU2 by mutagenizing in vitro with
hydroxylamine (Sikorski and Boeke, 1991). A technique that leads to C to T or G to A
transition mutations (Sikorski and Boeke, 1991). This library was transformed into
the strain CKY480, which has a chromosomal deletion of the SEC13 coding
sequence, covered by SEC13 on a URA3 marked plasmid(pKR1) (Roberg et al., in
preparation). Library plasmids were substituted for pKR1 as the sole source of Secl3p
using a plasmid shuffle technique (Boeke et al., 1985): strains were plated on
medium selective only for the library plasmids (SC-LEU) and cells that retained
pKR1 selected against by replica-plating to 5-FOA, which is toxic to strains expressing
the URA3 gene product. Cells were then transferred to ADCB by replica-plating and
resistant strains isolated for further analysis.
As the ADCB resistance conferred by secl3-1 and secl3-5 mutations were
genetically recessive (Data not shown), it was expected that new secl3 mutations that
conferred ADCB resistance would also be recessive. Therefore, diploids derived
from mating the ADCB resistant strains to wild-type (CKY10) ) and secl3-5 (CKY114)
strains were tested for ADCB resistance to eliminate genetically dominant
mutations, unlinked to the plasmid or SEC13 locus. Plasmids were recovered from
strains in which ADCB resistance was complemented by wild-type but not secl3-5
strains and were retested for the ability to confer ADCB resistance after
retransformation of SBY158 and plasmid shuffling. Six strains were determined to
harbor plasmids that conferred ADCB resistance from the strains initially isolated as
resistant to ADCB.
To ascertain the number of unique alleles and their predicted changes to the
polypeptide we sequenced the entire SEC13 coding region of each isolated secl3
allele (Table 3). Two of the alleles isolated by resistance to ADCB were identical to
secl3-1 ( a G-to-A transition changing Ser(224) to Asn). The remaining four alleles
were novel: sec13-6, a G-to-A transition changing Gly(176) to Glu; secl3-7, G-to-A
transition changing Cys(27) to Tyr; secl3-11, a G-to-A position 593 changing Gly(176)
to Arg; and sec13-12, a C-to-T transition changing Ser(104) to Pro. The reisolation of
secl3-1 indicates that sec13 mutations which confer the documented defects in the
transport of Gap1p can be isolated by this method.
Isolation of additional temperature sensitive sec13 alleles
Additional temperature sensitive alleles of secl3 were isolated during the
screening a collection of 1800 temperature sensitive strains for new sec genes
(Chitouras and Kaiser, unpublished results) (Fig. 3). Strains with secretion defects
were identified by the presence of incompletely glycosylated forms of the secreted
marker proteins carboxypeptidase Y and invertase at the non-permissive
temperature (37 0 C). Strains in which the secretion defect was temperature sensitive
were identified by rescreening the strains at the permissive temperature (24 0 C) and
the restrictive temperature 370 C. Five strains failed to complement a secl3-1
temperature sensitive growth defect and, in crosses, showed temperature sensitivity
linked to the SEC13 locus, implying that the temperature sensitivity was due to a
secl3 allele. In a sixth strain, temperature conditional growth segregated in a 1:3
pattern, characteristic of traits generated by two unlinked loci. This strain was not
examined further.
Plasmids containing the secl3 temperature sensitive alleles were obtained
through repair of gapped sequences by chromosomal information (Orr-Weaver and
Szostak, 1983). To ascertain the number of unique alleles and their predicted changes
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to the polypeptide we sequenced the entire SEC13 coding region of each isolated
secl3 allele (Table 3). All but one of these alleles were duplications at the nucleotide
level of either the original temperature sensitive or new ADCBR isolates (Table 3):
one was identical to secl3-11 (G-to-A transition at position 738 changing Ser(224) to
Asn), a second to sec13-4 (G-to-A transition at position 864 changing Gly(266) to
Asp). The remaining two alleles were identical to the newly isolated sec13-6
mutation (G-to-A transition at position 594 changing Gly(176) to Glu). The novel
mutation, secl3-8, is a G-to-A transition at position 434 changing Gly(123) to Asp.
Neither this screen nor the ADCB resistant screen are saturated, since there remain
mutations which have only been isolated once.
Location new secl3 alleles in the predicted secondary and tertiary structure of Secl3p
As detailed above, the six repeated WD-40 repeats (Fig. 5), first identified in
the P-subunit of the heterotrimeric G-protein transducin (Fong et al., 1986) make up
the entire sequence of Secl3p (Pryer et al., 1993). P-transducin (Sondek et al., 1996) is
a member of the larger a radially symmetric P-propeller family of proteins. To form
the propeller structure four to eight 4-stranded antiparallel P-sheets or "blades"
layer around a central cylindrical axis (Fig. 4, A) (Sondek et al., 1996). Although, the
consensus elements of the WD-40 repeat are essential for defining the basic
structural element of the P-blade (Fig 4, A), a WD-40 repeat does not correspond to a
single P-blade. Instead, a blade is formed form the last quarter of one repeat and the
first three quarters of the following repeat (Fig. 5). A consequence of this feature of
the structure is that the end of the last repeat and the beginning of the first repeat are
both required to form the first blade and in so doing form a seamless propeller
(Sondek et al., 1996).
It is predicted that in Secl3p, as in P-transducin, the 1-strands are also
oriented approximately parallel to the central axis with the p-turns and loops
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creating the ends of the cylinder (Fig. 4., A.). As expected the structural quartet2 (Asp,
His, Ser/Thr, Trp) (Fig. 4., B.), that creates a hydrogen bonding network stabilizing
the 1-blade structure is also found in Secl3p.
The secl3 mutations are dispersed among 5 of the 6 blades (Fig. 5). Within the
P-blade, mutations occur close to the central axis with none mapping to the outer
two strands (Fig. 4, B). Starting from most internal strand (1) and moving outward,
the mutations map as follows (Fig. 4, B): sec13-12 (Serl04->Pro) alters a residue on
the inner most strand; secl3-7 (Cys27->Tyr), and sec13-6 (Gly176->Glu) and secl3-11
(Gly176->Arg) all map to the same relative position in the middle of the second
strand of the P-blade immediately adjacent to a conserved Ser/Thr quartet element;
and sec13-8 (Gly123->Asp) mutates a residue immediately adjacent to the invariant
Asp of the structural quartet. Because of the internal locations of the amino acids
altered by secl3-6, secl3-7, secl3-11 and sec13-12, the mutations are not expected to
participate directly in any protein-protein interactions required for Secl3p function
such as binding to Sec3lp. The conferred phenotypes must therefore be due to less
specific changes in the structure or thermal stability of the mutant proteins. In
contrast, sec13-8 by altering an amino acid in a loop, might directly affect specific
protein-protein interactions; however, its replacement of a glycine in an short P-
turn adjacent to a structurally critical amino acid also allows for less direct effects.
The amino acid positions altered by these mutations are conserved in both
the human Secl3p homolog (Swaroop et al., 1994) and in the homolog isolated from
P. pastoris (Payne and Kaiser, unpublished results) (Fig. 6), a further indication of
the structural/functional importance of maintaining specific amino acids at these
positions.
2 As mentioned above, Sondek et al. (1996) refer to the Asp, His, Ser/Thr unit as a "structural triad"
because of its resemblance to the catalytic triads of serine proteases. We have changed the designation
to the more accurate "quartet" since the signature Trp of the WD repeat is an additional and significant
participant (Sondek et al., 1996).
CHARACTERIZATION OF secl3 MUTATIONS
Several phenotypes of secl3 mutants have been previously identified
including defects in transport of some amino acid permeases, temperature
sensitivity, suppression by bst mutations, and defects in transport of secretory
proteins from the endoplasmic reticulum. Isogenic strains containing the eight sec13
mutations on the chromosome (CKY483-CKY490 (Table I)) were characterized by a
careful analysis of these established phenotypes.
Amino acid uptake defects
To test the influence of the secl3 alleles on the transport of amino acid
permeases, strains were assayed qualitatively for resistance to toxic amino acid
analogs (Table 2). The toxic amino acid analog resistance of secl3-1, sec13-4, and
sec13-5 were described above. Relative resistance was determined by comparing the
growth of secl3 mutants to an isogenic wild-type strain and a strain deleted for
SHR3 , a gene required for export of amino acid permeases from the ER (Ljungdahl
et al., 1992). The secl3-1, sec13-5, sec13-6, secl3-7, and secl3-11 mutations all
conferred strong resistance to the same subset of amino acid analogs as secl3-1 and
sec13-5 including L-azetidine-2-carboxylate (ADCB, toxic proline analog (Lasko and
Brandris, 1981)), 4-aza-leucine (AZL, toxic analog transported by Gap1p), P-chloro-
D,L-alanine (BCA), and ethionine (ETH, a toxic methionine analog (Sorsoli et al.,
1964)). The sec13-12 mutation conferred only moderate resistance to three of these
compounds, ADCB, AZL and BCA. The sec13-8 mutation, like the secl3-4 mutation,
conferred no resistance to the toxic analogs tested. All secl3 mutant strains were
sensitive to (S) 2-aminoethyl-L-cysteine (AEC, a toxic lysine analog (Sychrova, 1993)),
canavanine (CAN, a toxic arginine analog (Hofmann, 1985)), and p-fluoro-D,L-
phenylalanine (PFPA). These data are in agreement with measurements of the
uptake of radio-labeled amino acids in secl3-1 strain where defects in the uptake of
citrulline and proline were detected, but not defects in the uptake of lysine or
arginine. The amino acid permease activity defect implied by the resistance spectra
of sec13-6, sec13-7, secl3-11 and sec13-12 suggest that like secl3-1 they are defective in
the transport/sorting of a subset of amino acid permeases from the Golgi.
In order to quantitate more precisely the influence of secl3 mutations on the
transport/sorting of amino acid permeases, the uptake of two amino acids, citrulline
and proline, was measured (Fig. 8). Citrulline is exclusively transported by Gap1p,
whereas the majority of proline uptake is mediated by Put4p with a small
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contribution from Gap1p (Lasko and Brandriss, 1981). Gap1p activity was assayed by
measuring the uptake over time of (1 4 C)citrulline. Put4p activity was assayed by
measuring the uptake over time of (1 4 C)proline. Relative to the wild-type strain,
strains containing secl3-1 and sec13-5 had sever defects in the activity of both Gaplp
and Put4p with a 100 fold reduction in the rate of citrulline uptake and a 40 fold
reduction in the rate of proline uptake. The sec13-4 strain, on the other hand,
demonstrated increased Gap1p activity by a 2-fold enhancement in the uptake of
citrulline. Activity of Gap1p and Put4p was also severely reduced in secl3-6, sec13-7,
and secl3-11 strains with uptake of citrulline down 100-500 fold and proline reduced
40-140 fold (Fig. 8). secl3-12 strains were moderately defective in both Gap1p and
Put4p activity with citrulline and proline uptake reduced 12 and 10 fold respectively.
No defect in Gap1p activity was detected in the secl3-8 strain while Put4p activity
was down 2- fold. These more quantitative measurements of amino acid permease
activity confirm that the toxic analog resistance data accurately reflect defects in
amino acid permease activity. Moreover, they imply that the secl3-8 allele has only
slight defects the transport/sorting of amino acid permeases. The surprising
enhancement of Gap1p activity in the secl3-4 strain relative to the wild-type strain
indicates that activity and perhaps transport of Gap1p in wild-type cells is not
maximal and suggests that the Secl3p dependent transport/sorting of Gap1p may be
regulated.
Temperature sensitive growth defects
Mutations in secl3 can confer temperature sensitivity on yeast strains
containing these mutations (Novick, et al. 1980). Five of the eight secl3 alleles
(secl3-1, sec13-4, secl3-5, sec13-6 and secl3-8) were identified because strains carrying
theses alleles did not grow at high temperature, whereas three alleles (sec13-7, secl3-
11, secl3-12) were identified solely on the basis of conferred resistance to ADCB. To
precisely characterize the influence of temperature on viability, the isogenic mutant
strains were incubated at temperatures between 24 0 C and 38 0 C on rich (YPD) and
minimal (SD) media.
All secl3 mutations tested confer some degree of temperature dependent
inviability on both YPD and SD, although they vary greatly in degree and character
(Fig. 9) When grown on YPD secl3-1, secl3-6 and secl3-11 are very restrictive for
growth (dead at temperatures > 33 0 C on YPD) with sec13-6 most substantially
affecting viability (dead at 30 0C); strains containingsecl3-4 , sec13-5, and secl3-7 are
less restrictive (still grow from 33°C-350 C), while sec13-8 and secl3-12 strains are only
slightly restrictive for growth (grow to 37 0C). Minimal media partially suppresses
the growth defect of secl3 mutants in all cases. The temperature sensitivity of all
secl3 mutants implies that they are all defective in ER-Golgi transport and that we
may have not achieved complete separation of the ER-Golgi transport and permease
transport functions of Secl3p.
Secretion phenotypes
The temperature sensitivity of the original secretion mutants is correlated
with a block in the secretion of proteins (Novick and Schekman, 1980). To
determine the influence of the secl3 mutations on transport of proteins we
examined the accumulation of immature forms of two marker proteins,
carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) and invertase, at temperatures from 24 0 C to 370 C.
The vacuolar hydrolase, CPY, is successively modified during passage
through the secretory pathway (Hasilik et al, 1978). Two forms are distinguishable
after SDS-PAGE electrophoresis in our experiments: a band corresponding to the
immature core-glycosylated ER-form and outer-chain modified Golgi forms (pl/p2)
and the mature proteolytically activated vacuolar form (m). We examined extracts
prepared from exponentially growing cultures (YPD) shifted for 2 hr to the
restrictive temperature for the accumulation of the pl/p2 forms (Fig. 10).
All secl3 strains were found to accumulate some pl/p2 CPY above 36 0 C.
Based on the amount of accumulated pl/p2 relative to the mature form at this
temperature, strains containing secl3-1, sec13-6, secl3-7 and secl3-11 are most
defective for transport of pro-CPY to the vacuole. secl3-5 and secl3-12 are
moderately defective, and secl3-8 is only slightly defective for transport of pro-CPY
to the vacuole. With the exception of secl3-5 and sec13-7, all strains begin to
accumulate pl/p2 CPY within the temperature range at which the transition from
wild-type to moderate/poor growth occurs on YPD (Table 6). At the temperature
where its growth transition occurs on YPD (33°C), secl3-5 does not accumulate pl/p2
CPY, but rather accumulates a novel form, termed m2, migrating just faster that the
mature form which based on its size is presumed to be vacuolar. Conversely, sec13-7
grows as well as wild type at 30 0 C yet accumulates detectable quantities of pl/p2 CPY.
Although weak, this level of accumulation is no less than sec13-8 at 36°C, a
temperature at which secl3-8 grows poorly on YPD. The finding that the mutants
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resistant to ADCB have blocks in the transport of CPY to the vacuole further
indicates that the two functions of Secl3p have not been separated. The general
correlation between the temperatures at which both growth and secretion defects are
first detected suggests that they are probably linked. However, the behavior of the
sec13-5 and secl3-7strains imply either that defects in the transport of CPY to the
vacuole may not be a perfect indicator of secretory function or that defects in other
functions of Secl3p, e.g. in transport of an essential protein from the late-Golgi, may
contribute to temperature sensitivity.
To further assess the effects of secl3 mutations on general secretory function
we examined the transport of the secreted glycoprotein invertase in the secl3 strains.
In addition to mature, fully glycosylated, invertase and ER-retained, core-
glycosylated, invertase, the classes of invertase molecules which generally
distinguished in Western blots of COPII mutants, we detected two intermediately
glycosylated forms of invertase. The faster migrating of the two forms, I1, appears as
tight band just below that of the core- glycosylated form. The other form, 12, has the
heterodispersed profile of mature invertase but migrates distinctly faster (Fig. 11, A).
After deglycosylation of extracts with Endo-H all four forms resolve to a single co-
migrating band (Fig. 11, C) indicating a glycosyl linked source for the observed
differential mobility, most probably due to a reduction in outer-chain additions. In
all mutant strains, including the secl2-4 control, invertase becomes progressively
less glycosylated with increasing temperature. The temperatures at which
underglycosylated forms are first detect and at which transition from one form to
the next occur, vary considerably as do the form(s) of invertase accumulated at the
highest temperature. At 37 0C, the secl2-4 control, secl3-1, sec13-6, secl3-7, and secl3-
11 all accumulates some core-glycosylated invertase, sec13-5 and sec13-12 exclusively
accumulated the 11 form, and secl3-8 accumulates the 12 form.
To determine whether these effects correlated with defects in the transport of
CPY the blots were reprobed for CPY (Fig. 11, B). The temperatures at which
underglycosylated forms of invertase were first detected correlated closely with the
pl/p2 accumulation in secl3-1, secl3-6, secl3-7, and secl3-11. The initial temperature
of underglycosylated invertase did not correlate with pl/p2 accumulation in secl3-5
and sec13-12 strains but rather with the accumulation of the novel m2 form of CPY.
The underglycosylation of invertase in the secl3 mutants suggests that this is also an
underglycosylated form. We did not compare our findings in these invertase
experiments to those in the temperature sensitivity experiments because of the
significant differences detected in transport of CPY in the glucose-starvation
conditions required for invertase induction. For example, pl/p2 CPY is detected at
lower temperatures when the sec12-4, sec13-6 sec13-7 strains are induced for
invertase than when a simple temperature shift is used, and while pl/p2 detected at
360 C when the secl3-8 cultures are simply shifted to a higher temperature, it is not
detected at either 360 or 37 0 C when the strain is grown under invertase induction
conditions. Nevertheless, the reduced glycosylation of invertase indicates that all of
the alleles of secl3 affect the secretory pathway. The underglycosylated forms of
invertase could represent intermediates in the normal glycosylation pathway
accumulating in cis- or medial-Golgi compartments because of a requirement for
Secl3p in general secretory transport beyond the ER. Alternatively, they may
indicate defects in the glycosylation process. Intracellular intermediates in the
glycosylation pathway should not reach the cell surface, whereas the fate of forms of
invertase resulting from undetermined defects in the glycosylation process can not
be predicted.
To examine whether the under-glycosylated forms of invertase reached the
cell surface, cells expressing invertase were converted to spheroplasts. Cell bodies
harboring intracellular invertase were separated from extracellular invertase by
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cetrifugation. Western detection of internal and external fractions from strains
incubated at the restrictive temperature (37 0 C) showed that sec13-6 and secl3-11 cells
retain the majority of invertase intracellularly, those containing secl3-1, secl3-4, and
sec13-7 both retain and secrete invertase, while secl3-5, secl3-8, and secl3-12 cells
secrete virtually all invertase (Fig. 12, B). Lighter exposures reveal, the secreted
invertase is the intermediately glycosylated 11 form whereas retained invertase is
only core-glycosylated, i n all cases, except secl3-8 which is more extensively
glycosylated (Fig. 12, C). sec13-8 secretes the intermediately glycosylated 12 form (Fig.
12, B) as do secl3-4, secl3-5, and secl3-12 when incubated at less restrictive
temperatures (Data not shown). When reprobed for CPY, all forms of CPY are found
in the internal fraction (Fig. 12, D). The secretion of intermediately glycosylated Il
and 12 forms of invertase indicates that they may arise from defects in the
glycosylation process. Whether these effects are a direct or indirect result of
decreased Secl3p function, it is surprising that mutations in secl3 disturb the
glycosylation process without detectably altering the transport of all proteins.
To more precisely compare the impact of secl3 mutations on the transport of
invertase and CPY we reexamined the data from the first invertase
experimentswith the fate of the intermediately glycosylated forms of invertase in
mind (Fig. 11, A and B). In all mutants, except sec13-8, CPY is not efficiently
transported to the vacuole (immature forms of CPY accumulate) under conditions
in which delivery of invertase to the cell surface is not detectably impaired (only
mature and/or intermediately glycosylated forms of invertase are detected). We
have not determined whether immature CPY is accumulating in the ER or in a
post-ER compartment. Thus, these data are consistent with differential
requirements for the function of Secl3p in the sorting/transport of soluble as well as
membrane proteins from a post-ER compartment or alternatively in the
sorting/transport of these proteins from the ER.
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Levels of Secl3p in secl3 mutants
The amino acid substitutions caused by the secl3 mutations all occur either at
conserved positions within putatively important structural elements of the P-blade
or adjacent to them. One possible impact of these mutations is destabilization of the
mutant protein that might be reflected in reduced steady state levels of Secl3p. To
determine if this was the case extracts were prepared from exponentially growing
cells shifted to 240 C or 30 0 C and the relative amounts of Secl3p estimated by
Western blotting of samples. Mutant proteins were present in concentrations
roughly equivalent to wild-type at 24 0 C within an approximate 2 fold range (Fig. 14).
At 30 0 C, relative to the concentration of wild-type protein, the concentrations of
Secl3-1p, Sec13-6p, Sec13-8p, Secl3-11p, and Sec13-12p were significantly lower,
Sec13-7p was appreciably higher but still below wild-type levels, and Sec13-4p and
Sec13-5p were equivalent to wild-type. SD did not increase steady state protein
concentration for either wild-type or mutant strains tested at 300 C indicating that the
previously observed suppression of temperature sensitive growth is not a direct
result of increased stability of levels of the mutant proteins. The aberrant mobility of
Sec13-8p is intrinsic to the mutant protein and not an artifact introduced during
strain construction as the anti-Secl3p reactive band migrates identically in the
original Hartwell isolate (Data not shown). The general secretion phenotypes of
secl3-1, sec13-6, secl3-7 and secl3-11 correlate with protein levels while those of
sec13-8 and secl3-12 do not. Thus, the secretion phenotypes of the secl3 mutants can
not result solely from changes in steady state protein levels.
Genetic interactions of sec13 mutations with mutations in two COPII vesicle
formation genes
Strains combining secl3-1 and mutations in the six other vesicle formation
genes are inviable at 24'C on YPD (Kaiser and Schekman, 1990; Frand and Kaiser,
unpublished results). The explanation for this lethality is that the mutant proteins
are both partially defective at the permissive temperature and the combination of
defects at the same step of a pathway act synthetically (Kaiser and Schekman, 1990). If
a particular sec13 mutation effects the sorting/transport of amino acid permeases but
not ER to Golgi transport it should not display synthetic lethality with mutations in
the vesicle formation genes. To determine whether the secl3 alleles were
synthetically lethal with other vesicle formation genes, we determined the
phenotype of double mutant strains combining the secl3 mutations and the
conditional mutations secl6-2 and sec31-1 at 24'C on YPD. The growth properties of
double mutant combinations is shown in Table 5.
Strains combining sec16-2 with each of the secl3 mutations either did not
grow or grew very poorly, while double mutant strains combining sec31-1 and each
of the sec13 alleles exhibited a spectrum of growth ranging from none to wild-type
equivalent. Since all secl3 mutations have some degree of synthetic lethality with
sec16-2 they must all confer at least partial defects in ER-Golgi transport functions of
Secl3p again emphasizing that the permease sorting/transport function has not
been separated from the ER-Golgi transport function. However, the relatively weak
interactions of sec13-5, a mutation that confers a severe amino acid permease defect,
suggests that a degree of seperability is achievable.
Suppression by bstl-1
The essential requirement for SEC13 can be bypassed by loss of function
mutations at the three loci, termed BST for kbypass suppresser of sec-thirteen(Elrod-
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Erickson and Kaiser, 1996). In the presence of a bst mutation a sec13 null strain can
grow but only at temperatures up to 30 0 C (Elrod-Erickson and Kaiser, 1996). bst
mutations also suppress the temperature sensitivity of secl3 mutants; bst secl3-1
strains grow to a significantly higher temperatures than strains containing secl3-1
alone (Elrod-Erickson and Kaiser, 1996). To determine whether or to what extent to
which a bst mutation would suppress the growth defects of different secl3 alleles we
compared the growth of strains combining bstl-1 and the secl3 mutations to the
growth of the corresponding mutations on their own.
All secl3 bstl-1 double mutant strains grow better then the corresponding
secl3 single mutants. Differences are observed between the end-points of wild-type
equivalent growth of secl3 and secl3 bstl-1 strains: secl3-4 bstl-1 shows the smallest
difference, growing as wild-type only one degree above the end-point of the secl3-4
single mutant; double mutants combining bstl-1 and sec13-5, sec13-6, sec13-8, secl3-
11, and sec13-12 are more robust, growing like wild-type 2-3 0 C above the end-point
corresponding single secl3 mutant stains; secl3-1 bstl-1 and sec13-7 bstl-1 are most
distinct from their respective single secl3 mutant strains and grow as well as wild-
type 250 C above strains containing only the secl3 mutation. Growth of all double
mutant strains is detectable only one to two degrees beyond the endpoints of wild-
type equivalent growth. The differences in the temperatures to which the double
mutants can sustain wild-type growth likely reflect differences in level of function
of the Secl3p mutant proteins at various temperatures. However, since the extent of
suppression of the secl3 mutants in particular secl3-1 and secl3-7, do not correlate
with defects in either of the established functions of Secl3p, the significance of these
differences in a BST background is unclear. Nevertheless, the suppression of the
growth defects of all secl3 mutants by bstl-1 is an additional indication of the
similarity of their temperature sensitivity growth defects.
DISCUSSION
Separation of Permease transport and ER-vesicle formation functions of Secl3p
One of the major goals of our study was to separate the requirements for
Secl3p function in ER-vesicle formation from the function in the sorting/transport
of amino acid permease. Earlier work had demonstrated that the allele, sec13-4, was
temperature sensitive but not defective in the transport of amino acid permeases.
Although we used a method of selection that would permit the isolation of
mutations in secl3 that were only defective the transport of amino acid permeases,
all the mutants were also defective ER to Golgi transport functions as judged either
by temperature sensitive growth and secretion defects or by synthetic interactions
with mutations in other vesicle formation genes. For the purposes of these
experiments we initially considered the presence or absence of temperature
sensitive growth and ER-Golgi secretion defects as the phenotype by which a mutant
is classified as defective in ER-Golgi function and room-temperature defects in
amino acid permease activity as the basis for amino acid permease transport defect
classification. However, on closer examination it is apparent an argument in favor
of the separation of two functions of a protein that relies on assays performed on
mutants grown under quite different temperature conditions is not sound. Of our
experiment, those examining synthetic interactions may be the better measure of
separability, since they provide a qualitative measure of functionality of a the
mutant protein in ER to Golgi transport at the temperatures equivalent to those
used for the amino acid permease activity assays. We have shown that the sec13-5
mutation mutant which is severely defective in amino acid permease transport has
no synthetic interactions with the sec31-1 mutation, however, strains containing
both the secl3-5 and the secl6-2 mutations have severely impaired growth. These
results indicate that a partial separation can be achieved and suggest that a complete
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separation may be possible. It should be noted that strains analyzed in these
experiments were grown on rich media and not the minimal media used in assays
of amino acid permease activity. Moreover, we only examined interactions of secl3
mutations with mutations in two of the five other vesicle formation genes.
Experiments examining the interactions of sec13-5 (or any other amino acid
permease deficient secl3 mutant that may be isolated in the future) with the other
vesicle formation mutations on synthetic media or simply directly measuring of the
kinetics of ER-Golgi transport under these conditions would provide a more
complete picture of the extent mutant defects in ER-Golgi transport at 240C.
Summary of Alleles and properties
There are two potentially useful ways of classifying the secl3 alleles. The first
focuses on the general similarities in behavior of the mutants in assays of both
amino acid permeases transport defects and assays of more general secretory
function and leads to some intriguing structure -function correlations. The second
method focuses on the unique characteristics of each mutant and so highlights their
utility as tools for future analysis.
By the first method the mutants fall into three classes (see Table 6): Strong
(secl3-1, sec13-6, sec13-7, secl3-11), Moderate (sec13-5, sec13-12), and Weak (secl3-4,
sec13-8). Strong mutants have severe defects in amino acid permease transport, and
are the most defective for ER-Golgi transport functions i.e. are very restrictive for
growth, strong genetic interactions with sec31-1, and exhibit most severe CYP and
invertase phenotypes. Moderate mutants are moderately to severely defective in
amino acid permease transport, only moderately temperature sensitive, show no
genetic interactions with sec31-1 and continue to secrete virtually all invertase even
at most restrictive temperatures tested. Weak mutants show no reduction in
permease transport, are only weakly temperature sensitive, have moderate to weak
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genetic interactions with secl3-1, and are the least restrictive for CPY and invertase
transport .
Interestingly, this classification of the mutants correspond to general position
of the corresponding mutations within the P-blade structural unit (Fig. 4, B). The
Strong mutants (secl3-1, secl3-6, sec13-7, secl3-11) all lie within the middle of the of
the second 1-strand at or adjacent to the conserved S/T (single amino acid code)
element of the structural quartet; the Moderate mutants (sec13-5 and sec13-12) reside
on the first (inner) strand of the 1-blade; and Weak mutants (secl3-4 and secl3-8)
are located in p-turns or loops . As our intent was not to perform an exhaustive
study of the structure of Secl3p, we chose neither mutagenesis or selection
techniques from which we could infer essentiallity of particular positions or
tolerance of different substitutions at a given position. However, in our limited
sample, single mutations within the internal P-strands and the second P-strand in
particular are more disruptive to the function of the protein than those in the P-
turns and loops. Our studies of steady state protein concentration indicate some of
mutations act on function in a more complex manner than simply reducing steady
state protein levels. For example, the secl3-8 strains shows a significant reduction in
steady state protein concentration at 30 0C, although it behaves like wild-type in both
general and specific transport assays.
Many of the mutants display unique characteristics which promise
considerable utility. Three mutants are exceptionally uniform in their level of
severity: the secl3-6 mutant consistently demonstrated the most restrictive
phenotypes, the secl3-12 mutant consistently demonstrated moderately restrictive
phenotypes and sec13-8 consistently demonstrated weakly restrictive phenotypes.
We believe uniform and exceptional restrictiveness of secl3-6 makes it the ideal
choice, in preference to secl3-1, for use in experiments where allelic severity is
important e.g. tests for lethality of double mutant combinations. Moreover, these
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three alleles should prove useful as a set, where there is an interest in probing the
relative influence of different levels of Secl3p function. secl3-7 has the distinctive
feature of conferring a strong permease activity defect without a corresponding
growth defect at temperatures up to 36 0 C on SD and is already being used in epistasis
tests with mutations that block the fusion of secretory vesicles to more precisely
determine the point of action of Secl3p in the transport of amino acid permeases.
sec13-5 and sec13-12 both continue to secrete form Il invertase and accumulate m2
CYP at 37 0 C and so should prove invaluable tools for further investigation of
underlying phenomena. secl3-4 appears lose Secl3p function within a very narrow
and relatively high temperature range (34-350 C), in this way it is an ideal tool for
double block experiments to test for general requirement for Secl3p later in the
secretory pathway.
We isolated several alleles multiple times and others only once indicating
that the screen while not saturated may be reaching end of practical use. At the
beginning of the study the three dimensional structure of P-transducin had not yet
been solved and so no structural features of Secl3p had been confirmed. With a
predicted approximate structure for the protein in hand more directed structure-
function studies can be attempted using a rational mutagenesis approach. Since it is
expected that the surfaces of the protein (the sides and ends of the propeller cylinder)
are responsible for established and undiscovered protein-protein interactions, a
study focusing on surface amino acids is probably the best approach. Our results
indicate that in such an attempt some care must be taken in choosing positions and
substitutions in loops which form the surfaces at the ends of the protein if one
wishes to alter exclusively the protein-protein interactions and not the
stability/concentration of Secl3p.
Amino acid permease transport
Since defects in amino acid permease activity in sec13-1 mutant strains have
been shown to result form a defect in transport of the permeases from the late-Golgi
(Roberg et al., in preparation), we interpret our measurements of permease activity
using either radio-labeled amino acids or resistance to toxic amino acid analogs as
indicative of the influence of the mutant Secl3p proteins on the transport of amino
acid permeases from the late-Golgi. In particular, our data regarding Put4p and
Gap1p activities in the mutant strains indicate that it is possible to generate alleles of
secl3 that confer a range of defects in transport of amino acid permeases extending
from severe depression of transport to mild enhancement. Moreover, the initial
work asserted that Secl3p was only required for the transport of a specific subset of
amino acid permeases that included the general amino acid permease (Gap1p) the
proline permease (Put4p) and a permease transporting threonine, but not the
histidine permease (Hip1p), the arginine permease (Can1p), the lysine permease
(Lyp1p) or permeases transporting serine and tryptophane. The question remained
as to whether the restriction of the effect to a subset of permeases was merely allele
specific and that Secl3p was actually required for the transport of all amino acid
permeases from the late-Golgi. This hypothesis predicts that other alleles of sec13
might block the transport different subsets of amino acid pemeases from the late-
Golgi. We observed that all seven additional secl3 mutations, wildly dispersed
within the three-dimensional structure of the protein, conferred resistance to toxic
amino acid analogs taken up by permeases belonging to the subset originally defined
in the sec13-1 mutant. This provides strong evidence that a requirement for Secl3p
for transport from the late-Golgi is a specific requirement for only a particular sup-
set of amino acid permeases.
It should be noted that mutant alleles that conferred resistance to compounds
transported by Put4p and Gap1p were also resistant to two additional compounds,
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ethionine (ETH) and P-chloroalanine (BCA). In spite of the fairly indiscriminate
affinity of Gap1p for amino acids and amino acid analogs, the resistances to ETH and
BCA must be due to at least one other amino acid permease since the gaplA mutant
strain is no more resistant to either ETH or BCA that wild-type. Thus, these
compounds may be transported by Put4p, the therionine transporting permease or
an as yet unidentified permease or permeases that depend on Secl3p for activity of
transport. Should this be the case these toxic analogs will serve as ideal tools for the
identification of the affected permeases. (We intentionally refrain from ascribing
sensitivity or resistance to a particular toxic amino acid analog to a defect in the
permease(s) that transport the most structurally similar amino acid, as such
inferences have proved misleading in the past; e.g. 5-fluoro tryptophane judged a
tryptophane analog is in fact transported by the tyrosine permease (TATI ) and not
the tryptophane permease (TAT2)(Schmidt et al., 1994)).
New phenomena in Secretion
Since COPII vesicles (which contain Secl3p) are the only known vesicle-
mediated pathway for transporting cargo to the Golgi (Scheckman and Orci, 1996),
we expected sec13 mutants to alter general secretory function in a uniform manner.
Surprisingly, we observe that the transport of two soluble cargo molecules is not
effected identically in secl3 mutants: one, invertase, continues to be efficiently
secreted to the cell surface, while the other, CPY, does not efficiently reach, the
vacuole, its appropriate compartment. This is not due to mistargeting of CPY to the
cell surface, since the immature forms of the protein accumulate internally. The
exact intracellular location of the immature forms of the protein have yet to be
determined. At present these data are consistent with differential requirements for
the function of Secl3p in the sorting/transport of soluble as well as membrane
proteins either from the ER or from a post-ER compartment. Determination of the
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intracellular localization of the immature forms of the CPY will enable
differentiation between these two alternatives. Given the glycosylation defects of the
secl3 mutants (see below) the usual technique of inferring intracellular localization
from the extent of carbohydrate elaboration is not advisable. Instead, we suggest the
protein be localized by cell fractionation or indirect immunofluoresce techniques.
Interestingly, as secl3 mutant strains are incubated at more restrictive
temperatures, invertase receives progressively less carbohydrate elaboration. The
simplest explanation for this phenomenon is that the underglycosylated forms of
invertase represent intermediates in the normal glycosylation pathway that
accumulate early in the Golgi and therefore cannot access the compartments
containing the activities necessary for further elaboration. However, this is not the
case, as the two novel underglycosylated forms of invertase (I1, 12) do not
accumulate internally but instead are efficiently delivered to the cell surface. The
elaboration of carbohydrate groups is a complex process that depends on the activity
and subcellular localization of the specific enzymes, on substrates and conditions
required for their biosynthesis, and on the and the rate of transport of individual
glycoproteins through the secretory pathway (Herscovics and Orlean, 1993). Defects
in Secl3p function could conceivably effect any of these elements directly or
indirectly. Similar underglycosylation phenomena were observed in both the
temperature sensitive mutant of the COPII vesicle formation gene, SEC12, that was
used as a control in our studies and in temperature sensitive mutants of SEC21,
SEC27 and RET2 (Hong and Kaiser, unpublished results )genes that encode subunits
of the coatomer coat (Hosobuchi et al., 1992; Duden et al., 1994; Cosson et al., 1996).
All of these mutations have been shown to cause blocks in ER-Golgi transport
(Nakano et al., 1988; Hosobuchi et al., 1992; Duden et al., 1994; Cosson et al., 1996).
Thus, the reduced outer-chain glycosylation in the secl3 mutants may be an indirect
effect of sup-optimal transport from the ER. This hypothesis predicts that mutations
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in the genes encoding the other COPII proteins should exhibit similar progressive
reductions in invertase glycosylation with increasing temperature.
One important step is to better define the nature of the glycosylation defect.
Since the secreted forms of invertase are lager than the retained core-glycosylated
invertase we expect that the defects in glycosylation occur during post-ER
elaboration. Post-ER oligoshaccaride maturation is dependent on the coincident and
successive activity of several enzymes that extend the a-1,6 mannose backbone and
a-1, 2 and a-1,3 side chains (Herscovics and Orlean, 1993). The mnn mutants
selectively effect the elaboration of outer chains (Herscovics and Orlean, 1993) and
could be used to identify which elements of the glycosylation pathway are defective
in the secl3 strains.
In summary, our generation of new secl3 mutants while failing to demonstrate the
complete functional separablity of the Secl3p requirements in general ER-Golgi
transport and the specific transport of a subset of amino acid permeases from the
Golgi to the plasma membrane, has demonstrated that at least partial separablity is
achievable. In addition, we have provided further evidence that Secl3p is only
required for the transport of a subset of amino acid permeases from the Golgi to the
plasma membrane and identified toxic amino acid analogs that are taken up by the
effected permeases. The correlation of the severity of several phenotypes and the
location of the mutations within the P-blade structural unit may prove useful for
both structural studies of WD-40 repeat proteins and for the generation of
temperature sensitive mutations in these proteins. Our careful characterization has
revealed many particular characteristics of the secl3 mutants that will make them
exceptionally helpful tools for further studies of processes involving Secl3p. We
have made two important and unexpected observations: first, that mutations in
secl3 do not identically affect the transport of soluble cargo; second, that secl3
mutants can cause glycosylation defects without blocking the transport of some
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proteins. Further investigation of these phenomena may provide substantial insight
into both the function of Secl3p and of the secretory pathway in general.
Table 1. S. cerevisiae Strains













































MAT ac his4-619 ura3-52
MATa his4-619 ura3-52
MATa sec16-2 ura3-52
MATa sec13-5 his3-A200 leu2 lys2-801 trpl-A63 ura3-52
MAT a canir his4-619 lys 2-801
MATa canlr his4-619 lys2-801
MATa secl3-A1 ade2-101 ade3-24 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 [pCK1390]





MATa sec13-1 leu2-3,112 ura3-52
MAT a sec13-6 ura3-52
MATa sec13-8 lys2 ura3-52 (also contains enhancer of secl3-8)
MATa sec13-4 leu2-3,112 lys2 ura3-52
MATa sec13-6 leu2-3,112 lys2 ura3-52
MATo secl3-A1 ade2-101 ade3-24 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 [pKR1]
MATa ura3-52
MATa gapl-A1::LEU2 leu2 ura3-52
MAT x secl3-1::URA3::secl3-A350 ura3-52
MAT a sec13-4::URA3::sec13-A350 ura3-52
MAT asec13-5::URA3::sec13-A350 ura3-52
MAT a secl3-6::URA3::sec13-A350 ura3-52
MAT a sec13-7
MATa sec13-8::URA3::secl3-A350 ura3-52
MAT a sec13-11::URA3::sec13-A350 ura3-52
MATa sec13-12
MATa bstl-1 leu2-3,112 ura3-52
MATa bstl-1 secl3-1::URA3::secl3-A350 ura3-52
MATa bstl-1 sec13-4::URA3::sec13-A350 ura3-52
MATc abstl-1 sec13-5::URA3::secl3-A453 ura3-52
MATa bstl-1 secl3-6::URA3::secl3-A350 ura3-52
MATa bstl-1 sec13-7
MATac bstl-1 sec13-8::URA3::sec13-A350 ura3-52
MATa bstl-1 secl3-11::URA3::secl3-A350 ura3-52
MAT a bstl-1 secl3-12
MATa sec31-1 ura3-52





































Sikorski and Hieter, 1989
Sikorski and Hieter, 1989
Sikorski and Hieter, 1989
Roberg and Kaiser, unpublished
Roberg and Kaiser, unpublished
Pryer et al. ,1993
Elrod-Erikson and Kasier, 1996
Hong and Kaiser, in press
integrating vector marked with URA3
centromere vector marked with URA3
centromere vector marked with LEU2
SEC13 in pRS316
SEC13 and ADE3 in pRS315
secl3-5 in YEp352
GALl promoted SEC13 in pRS316
suc2-sll11 in pRS316
secl3-1 mutant variant of pKR4
secl3-4 mutant variant of pKR1
secl3-6 mutant variant of pKR4
secl3-7 mutant variant of pKR4
secl3-8 mutant variant of pKR1
secl3-11 mutant variant of pKR4















All plasmids are from this study unless otherwise indicated.
secl3-A350 lacks 302 nuleotides above the first codon and the first 50 nucleotides of coding sequence.
secl3-A450 lacks 302 nuleotides above the first codon and the first 153 nucleotides of coding sequence.
Table 3. secl3 alleles: summary of isolation, mutation, and amino acid change
AMINO AMINO ACID
ALLELE REFERENCE ISOLATED BASE ACID CHANGE
BY CHANGE POSITION
secl3-1 Novick and Schekman, 1980
and
This study
secl3-4 Novick and Schekman, 1980
and
This Study

































Ts- is temperature sensitivity; ADCB R is resistance to L-azetidine-2-carboxylate ( 50 mg/L).
(1) incorrectly reported as Ser->Lys (Pryer et al., 1993)
Table 4. Resistance of sec13 mutants to toxic amino acid analogs.
Growth of strains (CKY481 transformed with pRS316, CKY483, and CKY487)
on minimal media( SD) supplemented with toxic amino acid analogs: ADCB,
L-azetidine-2-carboxylate (50 mg/L); AEC, (S) 2-aminoethyl-L-cysteine (225
mg/L); AZL, 4-aza-leucine (250 mg/L); BCA, 0-chloro-D,L-alanine (10 mg/L);
CAN, canavanine (1 mg/L); ETH, ethionine (30 mg/L); PFPA, p-fluoro-D,L-
phenylalanine (40 mg/L). Growth of 4 x105 cells was scored after 3-7 days
incubation at 24 0and is represented in decreasing order: ++++>+++>++>+>-.
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Table 5. Growth at 240C of secl3 mutants in combination










Growth is represented in decreasing order by: +++ > ++ > + > -.
Table 6. sec13 mutants: summary of phenotypes.
Method of Isolation. Ts-, temperature sensitive growth (Fig. 2, Table 3) ;
ADCBR, resistance to the toxic proline analog, L-azetidine-2-decarboxylate
(Fig. 1).
Amino acid permease transport defects . Defects are inferred from resistance
to ADCB, AZL, BCA, and ETH (sec13-12 is not resistant to ETH) (Table 4)
and measurements of Gap1p and Put4p activity (Fig. 8). *Activity Gap1p is
enhanced in sec13-4. (Fig. 8).
Temperature sensitive growth. Temperatures where moderate-poor growth is
observed on rich medium (Fig. 9); strains do not grow at or above
temperature at end of range (Fig. 9).
CPY block first detected. Temperature at which immature forms of CPY is first
detected by Western blotting (Fig. 10);
Invertase glycosylation defects: Severities based on levels of under-
glycosylation and temperatures at which under-glycosylated forms of
invertase are first detected by Western blotting: severe (27-300 C), moderate
(33 0 C), slight ( <360 C) (see Fig. 11, A).
Invertase secretion at restrictive temp.. Approximate quantity of total
invertase delivered to the cell surface at 370C (Fig. 11. B).
Synthetic interactions with vesicle formation genes. Based on growth of secl3
mutants in combination with either secl6-2 or sec31-1 (Table 5).
bstl-1 suppression: temperature sensitive growth of double mutants.
Temperatures where moderate-poor growth is observed on rich medium
for secl3 bstl-1 double mutants.
Table 6. Summary of phenotypes, secl3 mutants
Synthetic
Amino acid Temp. CPY Invertase: Invertase interactions bst supprssion:
Strain Isolated by permease sensitive transport gycosylation secretion at w/vesicle temp. sensitive
transport growth block first defect restrictive formation growth of



















































t First isolated by Novick and Schekman (1980) (Mapped, Pryer et al., 1993).
































Figure 1. Two simple models for Secl3p-Sec31p multimerization.
A. The "stacking" model.
The cylindrical P-propeller structures predicted to be formed by WD-40 repeat
motifs of Secl3p (13) and Sec3lp (31) bind end to end (proline rich region of
Sec3lp not depicted).
B. The "clustering" model.






Figure 2. Isolation of ADCB resistant mutants.
Flow chart of method used to isolate of mutations in secl3 conferring resistance
to the toxic proline analog, L-azetidine-2-carboxylate (ADCB). Mutation in secl3
that cause defects in the transport of amino acid permeases confer resistance to
ADCB. A library of secl3 mutations was generated by in vitro treatment of pKR4
(SEC13, LEU2) with hydoxylamine followed by amplification in E. coli. This
library was transformed into the strain CKY480, which has a chromosomal
deletion of the SEC13 coding sequence, covered by the SEC13 on a URA3
marked plasmid (pKR1). Library plasmids were substituted for pKR1 as the sole
source of Secl3p by first plating onto media selective only for the library
plasmids (SC-LEU) and then selecting against cells that retained pKR1 by replica-
plating to 5-FOA, which is toxic to strains with Ura3p activity. Cells were
subsequently transfer.'ed by replica-plating to ADCB and strains that grew
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pKR1 (SEC13 URA3 CEN)
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(Selects against pKR1)
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Figure 3. Isolation of temperature sensitive alleles of sec13.
Flow chart of method used to isolate mutations additional temperature sensitive
alleles of secl3. Temperature sensitive strains that did not complement secl3-1
were identified during a screen for new sec genes (Chitorus and Kaiser,
unpublished results). 1800 temperature sensitive (Ts- ) strains were screened by
Western blotting for secretion defects at the restrictive temperature. Strains with
secretion defects were rescreened at the permissive temperature to confirm that
the secretion was temperature sensitive. Strains Ts- for secretion were then
screened for non-complementation the Ts- growth defects by mating to a panel of
known sec mutants. Six strains failed to complement the sec13-1 mutant. To
confirm that strains contained a single Ts- allele of secl3, we tested the genetic
linkage of temperature sensitivity and secl3-1 non-complementation in the
progeny from a mating of mutant and wild-type strains. Strains in which the two
phenotypes cosegregated in the 2:2 pattern indicative of identical or tightly
linked loci harbored new temperature sensitive alleles of secl3.
Hartwell collection
(1800 random Ts- strains)
ER-Golgi transport defect
Secretion defect is temperature sensitive
Fail to complement sec13-1
Ts- and secl3-1 non-complementation genetically linked
Strains containing temperature sensitive alleles of secl3
Figure 4.
A. Schematic representation of secondary and tertiary structure of Secl3p.
Roman numeralled slices indicate approximate positions and orientation of six
3-blade components of P-propeller with "I" containing the N-terminus of the
protein. Arabic numerals refer to 1-strand elements of P-blade; the "1" position
lies closest to the core of the P-propeller cylinder, the "4"position closest to the
outer surface. Capital letters are P-turns or loops.
B. Location of the secl3 alleles relative to the repeated P-blade element of
Secl3p.
Arabic numerals are allele numbers and indicate the approximate position of the
amino acid altered by the mutation. Boxed letters indicate position of amino










A. Correspondence between WD-40 repeated motif and P-blade structure.
Block of text is amino acid sequence of Secl3p (single letter code), arrange
according to WD-40 repeat motifs (bullet indicates sequence deleted for
compactness). P-transducin WD-40 repeat consensus and Secl3p WD-40 repeat
consensus are figured above with the elements of the structural quartet in bold.
"xi" indicates a hydrophobic amino acid, "0" indicates an aromatic amino acid, T
indicates either serine or threonine. Symbols above consensi illustrate the
correspondence between the elements of the P-blade and WD-repeats--letters
indicate loops or p-turns and Arabic numerals indicate P-strands (see Fig. 3).
B. Relative locations of secl3 mutations in Secl3p.
Amino acids altered by the mutations are underlined in the peptide sequence
and the specific substitution figured below. Mutations are listed in order of
occurrence from the NH2-terminus. Roman numerals aligned with amino acid
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Figure 6. Sequence comparison of yeast, Pichia pastoris (Ppastoris) and human
homologs of Secl3p.
Identities are in black, similarities in gray. The amino acids altered in secl3
mutants are referenced by allele number in "Mutation" line. Sequences aligned
using CLUSTAL W Multiple Sequence Alignment Program (version 1.6)
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Figure 7.
A. Direction of chromosomal integration of secl3 mutations.
Representation of 1.9 kb chromosomal fragment found in pCK1313-5, pKR1
pKR4 and their derivatives. Restriction sites used to integration are indicated by
letter: B, BstEII; C, Clal; H, HpaI; S, SfiI. The asterix indicates position of the
mutation. The hatch marks represent deleted sequence.
B. Schematic view of genomic SEC13 locus insecl3 strains constructed by one-
step gene replacement.
Integrated mutant alleles are upstream under the control of the endogenous
regulon. Bold arrows indicate direction of transcription for expressed genes.
Hatch marks indicate deleted SEC13 sequences; sequences retained in secl3-A
sequence begin at either XbaI or SfiI in the coding sequence (see 'A').














































Figure 8. Amino acid uptake in secl3 mutants.
Rates of uptake of radiolabeled citrulline (unshaded) and proline (shaded) by
secl3 mutant strains expressed as percentage of the wild-type levels. Strains
(CKY481 transformed with pRS316 and CKY482-CKY490) were grown in SD
medium overnight at 240 C. While still in log phase, cells were harvested by
filtration and resuspended in SFD. [14 C]-labeled amino acids were added to a
final concentration of 4mM. To accurately measure the rate of uptake cell density
was adjusted such that the internalization of label was detectable and linear over
the experimental time course. Aliquots were removed at 30 second intervals over
a 2.5 minute period and collected by filtration. Total counts were determined by
liquid scintillation. Wild-type rates of amino acid uptake in terms of pmole/min
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Figure 9. Temperature sensitive growth of secl3 mutants.
4 x10 5 cells of CKY481 transformed with pRS316, and CKY482-CKY490 were





















jwild-type growth on SD [--]moderate to poor growth
Figure 10. Maturation of CPY in secl3 mutants.
Strains(CKY447, CKY481 transformed with pRS316, and CKY482-CKY490)
grown to mid-log phase in YPD were shifted to the indicated temperatures for 2
hours. Extracts were loaded for equivalent total protein as determined by protein
assay and CPY detected by Western blotting after SDS-PAGE on an 8% gel using
anti-CPY antibody (1:7,500) and chemiluminescent detection. Forms of CPY are
indicated as follows (pl/p2) immature ER and Golgi forms, (m) mature vacuolar
form, (m2) novel under-glycosylated mature form. Methods of isolation are
abbreviated above strain designations: (T) is temperature sensitivity, (R) is
resistance to the toxic amino acid anologL-azetidine-2-carboxylate.
Isolated by: T/R T T T/R R T R R
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A. Glycosylation of invertase in sec13 mutant strains.
Strains (CKY447, CKY481 transformed with pRS316, and CKY482-CKY490)
grown to mid-log phase in YPD were induced for invertase and shifted to the
indicated temperatures for 2 hours. Extracts were prepared by glass bead lysis
and invertase detected by Western blotting after SDS-PAGE on an 8% gel using
anti-invertase antibody and chemiluminescent detection. Forms of invertase are
indicated as follows (c) core-glycosylated ER form, (I1) first novel form, (12)
second novel form, (m) mature form. Methods of isolation are abbreviated above
strain designations: (T) is temperature sensitivity, (R) is resistance to the toxic
amino acid anologL-azetidine-2-carboxylate.
B. Maturation of CPY under invertase induction conditions.
Western blots from Fig. 11, A stripped and reprobed for CYP. Forms of CPY as in
Fig. 10.
C. Multiple forms of invertase differ by modifications to N-linked
carbohydrates.
Extracts used in experiments for Fig. 12 were treated with Endo-H. Proteins were
resolved by SDS-PAGE on a 10% gel and detected by Western blotting as
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Figure 12. Secretion of invertase.
Strains (CKY406, CKY481 transformed with pRS316, and CKY482-CKY490)
grown to mid-log phase in YPD were induced for invertase and shifted to the
indicated temperatures for 2 hours and spheroplasted. External protein (e) was
separated from protein retained in the cell bodies (i) by cetrifugation. 0.5 OD
equivalents of each fraction were resolved by SDS-PAGE on an 8% gel and
detected by Western blotting using anti-invertase antibody (1:1,000) and
chemiluminescent visualization. Forms of invertase are indicated as follows (c)
core-glycosylated ER form, (I1) first under-glycosylated form, (12) second under-
glycosylated form, (m) mature form.
A. Invertase is secreted and fully glycosylated in all secl3 strains at the
permissive temperature.
Invertase secretion in control cultures, not shifted to the restrictive temperature.
B. Underglycosylated invertase is secreted.
Invertase secretion at the restrictive temperature.
C. Only the I1 and 12 form of invertase are secreted.
A lighter exposure of Western blot figured in 'B"
D. Immature forms of CPY are retained intracellularly.
Western blots from "B" stripped and reprobed with anti-CPY antibody as
described in Fig. 11, B.
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Figure 13. The bstl-1 mutation can suppress the temperature sensitive growth
defect conferred by all secl3 mutations.
Growth of bstl-1 secl3 double mutants in comparison to growth of single
mutants. 4 x10 5 cells were spotted onto solid media (YPD) and growth scored
after 12-48 hours incubation at the indicated temperatures. Strains used were:












[ ] moderate to poor growth0secl3, wild-type growth
Figure 14. Secl3p: steady state protein levels.
75 mg of total protein from extracts prepared in experiments for Fig. 10, from
strains (CKY447, CKY481 transformed with pRS316, CKY483, and CKY487)
grown in SD but otherwise prepared identically, and from CKY321, were
resolved on a 12% gel using SDS-PAGE and detected by Western blotting using
affinity purified anti-Secl3p antibody (1:1000) and chemiluminescent detection.
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